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In 1982 Peter bought and
began to run Paul’s Fine
Foods. Shortly after this,
they rebranded the company
into Peter and Paul’s. Peter
and Anna ran the restaurant
and offered clientele off-site
catering. Spotting the gap in
the market, they began
selling gift baskets for the
holidays as well. The
business grew to include 2
new companies under the
Peter and Paul’s name Peter and Paul’s Baskets
and Peter and Paul’s
Catering.

Founded in 1982, Peter and
Paul’s Gifts was the first to
branch-out of what was
then, Peter and Paul’s
Restaurant. What started as
casual requests from
customers to package boxes
of chocolate and cookies
grew to the setup of a small
area in the restaurant. Since
its founding, owner and gift
expert Anna Eliopoulos, has
brought excitement and
passion to the gift giving
market by understanding the
dynamic needs of the
market.
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In 2004 Peter cut the ribbon
at the grand opening of
Paramount EventSpace.
Paramount is made up of
63,000 sq. ft. of modern
entertainment space which
can host intimate receptions
or much grander affairs of up
to 1,650 guests. It houses a
beautiful cascading staircase,
four executive suites, and a
multi-level performance
stage. The spacious lobby is
complimented with rich and
elegant décor, old-fashioned
pizza ovens, and state of the
art technology.
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Every event should be
spectacular, our expertise lies
in creating five-star, luxurious
floral and décor for any social
or corporate event. We
specialize in working with our
clients to bring together the
perfect centerpieces, furniture
rentals, linens, table décor,
draping, lighting, custom vinyl
floors and so much more.
Whether you are planning a
wedding or corporate holiday
party we can create an
everlasting impression!

In 2010 The Vue Event
Venue opened it’s doors to
clients and golfers alike.
Centrally located only 20
minutes from anywhere in
Toronto, The Vue is situated
on the manicured grounds of
Royal Woodbine Golf
Course. This modern space
is a perfect blend of Classic
Hollywood and New Age
design. This single use
facility boasts 12,000 sq. ft.
of event space, accommodating 250-seated guests
with no shared space.

The Savoy Event Venue
joined the byPeterandPauls.com family in 2011.
It is attached to the Monte
Carlo Inn & Suites and is
centrally located in downtown Markham. The Savoy
is an ideal venue for those
searching for an intimate
yet stylish setting. Boasting
over 3,200 sq. ft. of space
with 134 guest rooms
available for overnight
stays, The Savoy caters to
your event needs.
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A historical landmark in Toronto
is now the home of prime
USDA steak and seafood. The
David Duncan House was
acquired by Eliopoulos in 2018
and was transformed into a
chic and trendy establishment
that can host multiple different
celebrations by restaurant
goers. Guests may choose to
dine in one of five private
rooms, the main dining room or
the spacious and scenic
outdoor patio during the
summer months.
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In 2015 after much anticipation, Peter opened the
doors of his “dream venue”.
Unviersal Event Space
spans over 85,000 sq. ft.
and accommodates over
2,000 guests in 6 versatile
function rooms. Enjoy massive patios and the latest in
state-of-the-art technology.
This $32 million dollar facility is located walking distance to hotels and just
minutes north of the airport
at the corner of Hwy 7 and
Hwy 27.
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Maxx’s Kitchen is located on
the second floor of Hotel X
Toronto. Eliopoulos opened
the restaurant shortly after
Hotel X Toronto named
byPeterandPauls.com the
official food and beverage
provider of the luxury hotel.
Guests can enjoy contemporary meals as well as a
modern design, which
overlooks fabulous views of
Lake Ontario.

Take a fascinating journey
into the past, where Toronto
and Region Conservation
Authority (TRCA) have
created a small agricultural
community at Toronto’s
northern edge that honours
the ways of our early settlers.
Combining a convenient
location, a charming historic
setting and excellent facilities
with our signature five-star
food and service.
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In 1997 Peter opened his first
venue – The Manor Event
Venue. Situated on the
stunning greens and fairways
of the Carrying Place Golf &
Country Club, The Manor
stretches out over 33,000 sq.
ft. of flexible indoor and
outdoor function space. This
facility offers 3 extraordinary
banquet halls, which can
accommodate up to 900
guests and includes a large
walk out patio that leads to a
6-acre man-made pond, a
serene waterfall area, rolling
hills, and a picturesque
gazebo.

In 1998 the company grew
to include an exclusive
agency - Search Engine,
which later rebranded to
become Engine 8 Media.
Engine 8 Media is a full
service creative multimedia
company whose main
mission is to create engaging and professional
promotional and marketing
material for the needs of
both corporate and social
clients.
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Welcoming the newest
addition to the family in
2016, Peter opened Clubhouse Event Space. Clubhouse features a walkout,
two-tiered patio with over
5,000 square feet of space
available to entertain. The
venue possesses an open
concept floor plan, complete
with a private boardroom for
corporate events and a
bridal suite. The Clubhouse
comfortably seats 250 with a
dance floor and room for
500 standing guests.
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Since 1982, the Kortright
Centre has been a center of
excellence in the field of
sustainable technology. Nestled
among acres of spectacular
forest, the Kortright Center is
not only dedicated to delivering
unique environmental education
experiences but offers a
one-of-a-kind event venue on
its grounds. Enjoy 325 hectares
of pristine woodlands, magical
rustic charm in combination with
our signature food and
beverage service for an
unforgettable celebration or
corporate meeting.

In 1999 Bellagio Boutique
Event Venue was added to
the Peter and Paul’s group of
companies. This venue is
equipped with three European
influenced fully private rooms,
in a total 29,000 sq. ft.,
seating for up to 800 guests
and a 1,400 sq. ft. dance
floor. This open concept hall
features a mezzanine and a
grand lobby separated by
automated drapes, which is
perfect for creating a dramatic
entrance or to hold a
pre-function reception.
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byPeterandPauls.com is the
official food and beverage
partner with Hotel X Toronto,
Toronto’s newest and most
exciting hotel. byPeterand
Pauls.com will be operating two
restaurants, all event catering
room service and the much
anticipated rooftop bar, The
Falcon Sky Bar. Hotel X
Toronto has over 26,000 square
feet of meeting space, many of
which have views over the
water, making the hotel an ideal
venue for private celebrations,
weddings and meetings.
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Pétros82, the newest to the
byPeterandPauls.com family,
is a Mediterranean
Restaurant and Raw Bar in
Hotel X Toronto. The views
of an urban oasis,
overlooking the scenery of
Toronto can be seen from
the windows of the chic
restaurant, which delivers
guests a 5-Star experience
in authentic Mediterranean
flavours in every taste.

Since its inception, S4
Entertainment and Audio/Visual has electrified
audiences across Ontario
with its energetic blend of
talent, enthusiasm and
dedication to various
special events. S4 is one
of Toronto’s premiere
entertainment organizations as well as the
industry-leading provider
of entertainment and
creative AV solutions for
social and corporate
functions. When it comes
to DJ’s, MC’s, Live Entertainment professionals and
technical staff S4 only
employs the best of the
best.

In 2017, Peter wanted to bring
a unique flair to the spa, club,
company, and hotel industries.
A concept to deliver on financially sustainable concepts
around the globe prompted
him to open Efzin. By doing so,
Eliopoulos increased the
efforts in improving the quality
of life around the globe.
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COMING SOON!

